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Abstract— Automated vehicles and drones had 

become a trending research and project nowadays. 

They involve assignment of operations and tasks 

such as movement, turning, obstacle detection and 

avoidance and other core parametric tasks for 

which the drone or vehicle get involved. The 

controller reliability and performance statics, get 

into account in case of the task or role of the rover 

or vehicle is bit tedious. The paper involves the 

design, working, coding and application of an 

automated vehicle that is been controlled by means 

of a python based programming with raspberry pi 

controller. 

Keywords— Automated vehicle, Line follower, IR 

proximity sensor. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The project raspberry pi bus deals with the 

automation technique’s involved in accessing a 

vehicle, in this case a bus. It involves non-human 

interference in controlling all the variables get 

involved in a vehical.in this project the variables 

involved in a bus including wheel movement, speed, 

door open, stop light, head light is being get 

controlled without any means of a human’s action 

once it gets turn on and started running. Previously 

used models involve a robot using IR modules of 

sensing elements in order to detect the obstacles and 

other means of detection process. For which the robot 

need to act in a corresponding manner.in our case this 

technic gets involved in manner of placing this IR 

sensing module in effective regions of the vehicle. 

Such that focussing on the obstacle approaching 

while turning, obstacle approaching in between the 

path etc. propagation and movement of the vehicle 

under the desire path is get controlled in a classic 

technic of line following. In this project the line 

following technic is get implemented with the help of 

basic IR sensor circuit. The vehicle monitoring is an 

essential process to be performed. When it comes to 

an unmanned vehicle circumstance. It is done in 

order to assure that the vehicle is in the track or path 

under which the user build up in the desire manner. 

In case of using the raspberry pi as a controller it 

becomes further move easy to implement such 

concept in this application due to the early work is 

done on this technic. There will be a larger fear on 

using or implementing automation under rural or 

public sector undergone vehicle  control aspect. As it 

may lead to vehicle collision or any other disaster and 

accident occurrence.  

    Thus it is a vital role to take care of proper, 

accurate and reliable implementation of technic in the 

process of proper prevention of accident. Were the 

concept of generating an enable signal that causes. An 

immediate stop in the case of obstacles occurrence 

and vehicle intervention. the signal generation action 

gets implemented by the basic principle working of 

an IR sensor circuit which is move simpler and 

efficient that order earlier tedious works been done. 

Another crucial role is to detect the amount of 

individual and heavier objects. The array equal to 

them because of getting this parameter under control 

may help in controlling the limited mass and 

individual that the vehicle design can handled. Thus 

proper and robust action of individual detection while 

getting inside and outside plays a major role. 

    Lohit Ujjainiya and M.KalyanChakravarthi 

(2015)proposed   a   vehicle   collision    avoidance    

system. They have used Raspberry Pi Camera 

module is employed   to validate the  best  

algorithm  suitable  for edge detection of images.They 

use image processing technique The whole system is 

implemente during Raspberry P i  b o a r d . A  USB   

camera  is  used  to detect  and capture  images. These 

images are save in system memory and basic edge 

detection operations a r e  performed on the test  

images captured by the camera. Open CV serves as 

the interface    on    which    edge    detection    

algorithms are allowed to run and perform basic 

image processing functions. The Open CV provides 

several in built libraries for image processing [1]. 

    S.Raju, K.Sanjay, T.SathishKumar, B.Madhini. 

They proposed a semi-autonomous vehicle to 

prevent accident. The proposed  system is  

implemented  with the help of ultra sonic sensor 

,camera module and raspberry pi .It is work based on 

when the system detects  that  the  vehicle  is  headed  

for  a  collision  or is too close to an obstacle for 

safety. When hazard is detected, the system will take 

control of the vehicle, alter the movement and then 

hand over the control back to driver. We monitor the 

distance between the obsta clean 

    PrashantA.Shinde and Y.B.Mane (2015). They 

proposed advance v e h i c l e  m o n i t o r i n g  and  

tracking  system.  It is d es ig ned  fo r  mo n i to r i n g  

the  sc ho o l  ve h ic l e  for many location 

Atolocation Batreal time and provide safety 

environment  to  the traveler .  The proposed  

system would make good use of new technology has 

based on Embedded  Linux board   namely  

Raspberry Pi and its advanced feature of storing data 

base at real time.  
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    Nikhil Ollukaren, Dr.Kevin  McFall (2014).  

They proposed alow cost platform for autonomous 

ground vehicle research. They design an affordable 

autonomous ground   vehicle   platform   from   the  

ground  up.  Using   an   independent   direct   drive   

rear   wheel system, thev vehicle can achieve a fixed 

axis rotation. Using vision algorithms loaded on to a 

Raspberry Pi ther obot is able to detect are target and 

send commands to the Arduino.  The  Arduino  

controls  the  motion logic  and  allows  the  vehicle  

to  follow   the   target. The  vehicle  can  also  be  

driven  manually  using a hand held controller. Using 

simple and affordable micro controller boards, a 

vehicle was created that was able to track and follow 

a specified moving target using visual algorithms to 

supply motion logic.It  uses image processing 

algori thms to  offer  obstacle avoidance and 

detection of r o a d  b o u n d a r i e s  f o r  steering 

control[9]. 

Tohari Ahmad,  Hudan Studia wanand   Tirta Taru- na 

Ramadhan (2014). They p ro p o sed  a  mo ni to r in g  

system for detecting and securing an object. It is 

developed b a s e d    on   raspberry   pi.   A   

monitoring system    is    constructed     by     a     

camera     along with      all      related      devices      

for      transferring the   data.   This   can    be    either    

wireless    or wired     devices, depending     on     the     

nature     and requirements of the system.  Monitoring   

certain   area sorterritories is needed in order to 

maintain  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1. Block diagram of Raspberry Pi bus 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. WHEEL MOVEMENT CONTROL 

 

   When it comes to controlling a vehicle the major 

and prior field of control involve the wheel 

movement controlling this include direction, speed, 

enable and disabling. This system involves a driver 

circuit as the base field od control where the driver 

board is get feed by the enable high and disable low 

signal output given from the corresponding controller 

been used in the overall system. Thus with respect to 

the signal logic been framed by the user. The wheel 

movement action control correspondingly. the power 

supply to the motor functioning is feed through a 

separate supply source driven through the driver 

board. 

III. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE 

   The main area of focus gets involve in the 

automated vehicle is to respond to the obstacle get 

interfered in the path way been given by the user 

where the vehicle gets stop and wait for the obstacle 

to get moved from the path. Once the obstacle gets 

moved from the path the vehicle get continued its 

path from framed in other case with obstacle is a type 

that it does not get displaced, the vehicle change its 

path to an alternate path. It also need to monitor or 

sense for any vehicle is coming on the path or not 

while the vehicle is under the action of turning. 

               Fig 2. Inter skeleton of Raspberry Pi bus 

IV. LINE FOLLOWER 

   The line follower system is the base mean for the 

vehicle to be get moved in the path derived route 

framed by the user for the vehicle to followed the 

action is achieved by the precise sensing of the line 

marked route either black or white. This is because of 

IR radiation will be get reflected only in a bright 

colour canvas or textured in case of dark colour such 

as black. the IR radiation will be observed. This 

process is send as high and low signals corresponding 

to which the motor driver board is get feed by the 

controller with respected control signal. Thereby the 

line follower sensor act as input element to the 

controller. 
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       Fig 3. Line follower system test 

V. DOOR CONTROL 

   Door control involve a separate driver circuit to 

control. This controlling involves open and closing of 

the door which is done by means of forward and 

reverse movement of the motor been interface to the 

door setup for a definite amount of stops calibrated 

with time this action gets involve during the period of 

the bus reaching and waiting in the stop. The door is 

constructed with a basic rack and pinion arrangement 

with geared motor control approach. 

VI. PASSENGER MANAGEMENT 

Another main criterion to maintain and control is the 

amount of passenger aboard in the vehicle this 

involve detection of passenger step in and out 

corresponding incrementing and decrementing the 

count value of the number of passenger. In 

t h a t c a s e a n I R s e n s o r  based counter    setup 

arrangement is being get implemented nearer to the 

door mechanism. 

 

         Fig 4. Raspberry Pi bus 

 

VII. HEAD LIGHT AND STOP LIGHT 

CONTROL 

Head light and stop light terminals are interfaced 

with the action of the movement system.  were the 

high and low input to the lights are transfer 

corresponding to the action performed by the vehicle 

movement. 

VIII. RESULT 

Overall system output such us wheel movement path 

following, passenger counting and obstacle avoidance 

or performed successfully and verified by means of 

the print function generated by the python program in 

the control prompt for each of the actions been 

specified. 

        Fig 5. Control prompt output of the system 

 
IX. CONCLUSION 

The system basic and prior variables or successfully 

taken for the desired action specified to the 

application further parameter like inter vehicle 

communication and vehicle location feeding and 

detection are yet to be get added to the system 

interfacing with networking logic for parallel and 

efficient controlling of the vehicle also need to be get 

implemented further. 
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